In this paper, we introduce the controlled partial teleportation of entangled states. By controlled partial teleportation we mean that teleportation will occur mediated by a third part and changing one of the partners of the entangled state to be teleported. We also provide a scheme for implementing controlled partial teleportation using internal degrees of freedom of trapped ions. Our scheme is insensitive to the exchange of vibrational energy with the environment.
Introduction
Quantum teleportation, first suggested by Bennett et al [1] , is one of the cornerstones of quantum computation and information [2] , with increasing interest mainly after its experimental realizations reported from 1997 onwards [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In spite of these experiments, teleportation remains a challenge in some contexts, such as for example in the teleportation of trapped wave fields inside high-Q microwave cavities [11] [12] [13] [14] , teleportation of the atomic state via cavity decay [15] [16] [17] [18] , teleportation of the single-mode thermal state of light fields [19] , teleportation of trapped field states inside a single bimodal cavity [20, 21] , teleportation without the Bell state measurement [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , nonprobabilistic teleportation of a field state via cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity-QED) [28] , and teleportation of the angular spectrum of a single-photon field [29] , among others.
Since the original protocol (OP) by Bennett et al [1] , several schemes for teleportation differing from the OP have appeared in the literature. In [30] , Popescu substituted the nonlocal channel by the mixed Werner states. Entangled mixed states as the nonlocal channel were further considered in [31, 32] . In [33] , Vaidman considered both a spin state and a system with continuous variables, and presented a 'cross measurement' method to achieve two-way teleportation. Related to this concept, Moussa [34] showed how to implement teleportation with identity interchange of quantum states, a kind of 'cross measurement' in the context of QED cavity. In [35] , de Almeida et al used Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states as the nonlocal channel instead of the standard Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) states, and in [36] , Agrawal and Pati showed how to achieve perfect teleportation using W states as the nonlocal channel. In [22] , Zheng refers to the approximated teleportation without Bell state measurements of the superposition of zero-and one-photon states from one high-Q cavity to another, with fidelity near 99%. Teleportation without the Bell state measurement was also proposed for entangled states [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Recently, in [37] a scheme was proposed to partially teleport an unknown entangled atomic state via weak coherent state in a cavity-QED. In [38] , Karlsson and Bourennane, also using a GHZ channel, showed how to accomplish teleportation controlled by a third party. Controlled teleportation involving many agents was considered in [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Since then, controlled operations have found important applications, such as for example quantum secret sharing (QSS), introduced by Hillery et al [44] and experimentally reported in [45] [46] [47] [48] . QSS was considered further by a number of authors [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , including a version of controlled quantum secret [59] . Another important application of controlled operation by a third party is given by partial optimal teleportation, introduced in [60] by Filip, considered further in [61] [62] [63] , and experimentally reported in [64] .
In this paper, motivated by the growing applications found by controlled operations , we introduce the concept of controlled partial teleportation and present a feasible scheme for its implementation in the trapped ions domain. In our scheme, as well as in [65] , an entangled state of particle A given to Alice, and particle B given to Bob, is to be partially teleported. Meanwhile, a quantum channel composed and Chris (C), who must cooperate to achieve controlled partial teleportation. At the end of the partial teleportation process, particle A is entangled with particle B .
Alternative representative scheme of the controlled partial teleportation of entangled states. This scheme is similar to that in figure 1. This time, particle B of the three-particle entangled state is given directly to Bob, who obtains, at the end of the process, the whole information he has shared with Alice.
of an entanglement of three particles is shared by Alice (A ), Ben (B ) and a third party, say Chris (C), as sketched in figures 1 and 2. If Alice performs a Bell measurement on the states of particle A and A , and Chris performs a measurement on the state of particle C, then when both Alice and Chris inform Bob of their results, the following interesting result emerges, after the usual rotation performed by Bob: particle B takes exactly the role of particle A in the previous entanglement that Alice shared with Bob. As the entanglement between particles A and B is broken and a new entanglement between particles B and B is created in a different place, depending on the collaboration of both Alice and Chris, this characterizes a controlled partial teleportation. Figure 2 shows an alternative way of achieving partial teleportation, where the three-particle nonlocal channel is shared directly with Bob, who now possesses particle B and, at the end of the partial teleportation, the whole information encoded in the previous entangled state between particles A and B. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define controlled partial teleportation. In section 3, we present the Hamiltonian model and derive the relevant effective Hamiltonians with the corresponding unitary evolutions. In section 4, we propose a scheme for partially teleporting an entanglement of internal states of trapped ions in thermal motion in a controlled way. Finally, in section 5, we present our conclusions.
Controlled partial teleportation
Consider an entangled state shared by Alice (A) and Bob (B),
which we want to partially teleport in a controlled way, where
, and the following quantum channel, composed of three entangled particles distributed among Alice (A ), Ben (B ) and Chris (C):
Note that particle B could be given directly to Bob, who would obtain the complete information, as sketched in figure 2 . The whole state can be written as
where |
(±)
A A and |
A A are the Bell states, given by
and
Next, Alice must perform a Bell state measurement on her particles (A A ), and Chris does the same with his particle C. Then, analogously to the OP, Alice and Chris send their measurement results to Bob, who will know which unitary operation he must accomplish to recover the initial state originally shared with Alice. Note, however, that different from the OP, when we compare the teleported state resulting from equation (3) with the state to be teleported, equation (1), we see that partner B was substituted by B . This explains the 'partial teleportation' term we have used. Controlled teleportation thus results, noting that if Chris does not cooperate with this protocol, for example sending incorrect information on its measurement, the partial teleportation does not work. From the state given by equation (3), we see that if the measurements of Alice and Chris result, |
A A |0 C , then the controlled partial teleportation is completed without needing unitary operations by Bob. For any other result obtained by Alice and Chris, Bob can recover the state he originally shared with Alice performing one of the following unitary operations:
The possible results from Alice and Chris's measurements and the corresponding unitary operations are summarized in table 1.
In the next section, we show how to implement controlled partial teleportation in the context of trapped ions. The effective Hamiltonians we used make our controlled partial teleportation scheme work irrespective of the presence of a thermal reservoir.
Controlled partial teleportation with ions in thermal motion

Model
The model we are considering consists of N three-level ions confined in a linear trap. The basic scheme of levels for each ion is depicted in figure 3 . Two lasers of frequency ω 1 and ω 2 simultaneously address two ions. The first laser illuminates both ions with a detuning δ close to resonance with a joint vibrational and internal excitation of the ion, while the second laser addresses both ions with the negative of the detuning of the first laser. A third laser with frequency ω 3 addresses a single ion on resonance with the frequency ω e f coupling the e ↔ f levels and producing a carrier pulse. This third laser will be needed by Alice to perform the joint measurement. A fourth laser with frequency ω 4 , in resonance with the frequency ω 0 corresponding to the atomic e ↔ g transition frequency, will be needed by Bob to produce a carrier pulse on these levels when applying the unitary operation on the controlled partially teleported state. If ω 3 ω 2 and the third and fourth lasers are turned off, then when the two first lasers are close to the sidebands, all the other vibrational modes can be neglected, except the degree of vibrational excitation relative to the center of mass (c.m.) of the ions. The Hamiltonian in this case is
where φ j is the phase of the jth laser, hereafter adjusted to 3π/2, σ + j , σ − j and σ z, j are the Pauli matrices representing the internal degrees of freedom for the jth ion,hω 0 is the energy difference between the internal states e and g, ν is the vibrational frequency of the c.m. of the ions, ω j is the frequency of the jth laser, a † (a) denotes the creation (annihilation) operator of the collective vibrational mode (c.m.), η j is the Lamb-Dicke parameter corresponding to the jth ion and j is the Rabi frequency of the laser addressing the jth ion. In the interaction picture, the Hamiltonian above reads 
Now, imposing the detunings close to the upper sideband, i.e. ω 1 − ω 0 + ν = −δ and ω 2 − ω 0 − ν = δ, such that δ ν, we can discard the rapidly oscillating terms to obtain the generalized Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in the interaction picture:
where
The Hamiltonian equation (10) can be further simplified in the Lamb-Dicke limit, i.e. assuming that the ions are cooled to a regime with vibrational quantum number n ensuring that η j √ n + 1 1, and thus approximating equation (10) by expansion to the first order in η j :
Assuming now a large detuning δ η j j , there will be no energy exchange between the internal degrees of freedom and the collective vibrational mode. Also, for simplicity we will make η 1 = η 2 = η and 1 = 2 = . The effective Hamiltonian is therefore
Note that the effective Hamiltonian equation (12) is independent of the phonon number of the collective vibrational mode. Sørensen and Mølmer [67] showed numerically, by using Monte Carlo wave functions, that this model is stable against heating, with the internal state transition being insensitive to the vibrational quantum number and therefore to the exchange of vibrational energy with the environment. Further, Zheng et al [68] also used this model to propose a scheme for teleportation of the ionic entangled internal state via entanglement swapping. Assuming η 1 = η 2 = η, 1 = 2 = and adjusting the interaction time δ t = π/4, the following evolutions result:
where |g (|e ) stands for the ground (excited) state of the internal state of the ion. These results will be used in the next section to partially teleport entangled internal states in a controlled way. Once this couple of lasers acts on two ions 1 For a similar result involving standing waves see [66] .
and is turned off, a third laser in resonance with level e and an auxiliary upper level f will be used, when necessary, to address a single ion and produce a carrier pulse cos(θ)|e 3 + exp(iφ)sin(θ )| f 3 . The fourth laser needed by Bob acts in a similar way on the states g and e.
Partial teleportation process
Preparing the state to be teleported
We assume ion 1, given to Bob, and ion 2, given to Alice, carrying the entangled state we want to partially teleport in a controlled way, as given by
where C 0 and C 1 are unknown coefficients obeying |C 0 | 2 +
This state can be prepared using the Hamiltonian equation (12) with an arbitrary (unknown) interaction time.
Preparing the nonlocal channel
To prepare the nonlocal channel, we assume ions 3, 4 and 5 initially in their ground states. Then, ions 3 and 4 are simultaneously illuminated by a couple of laser fields and evolve according to equation (13):
After that, a second couple of lasers illuminates atoms 4 and 5 with the evolution also governed by equation (13), resulting in
where |NLC 345 is the nonlocal channel shared by Alice (3), Chris (4) and Bob (5).
Partial teleportation
The state of the whole system is
Note, at this point, that Bob has particles 1 and 5, Alice particles 2 and 3, and Chris particle 4. Our goal is to use teleportation resources to entangle particles 1 and 5 using the previous entanglement between particles 1 (in Bob's hands) and 2 (in Alice's hands). By using the Bell-states
the whole system as given by equation (17) Note that the partial teleportation will occur depending on Alice and Chris's measurements. While the measurement that Chris must perform can easily be carried out, Alice must perform a joint measurement on the Bell states equations (18) and (19) . Depending on Alice's result, Ben is left with either an excited or ground state of the ion. Thus, with the collaboration of both Alice and Chris, Bob can reconstitute, through particles 1 and 5, exactly the entangled state that there was between particles 1 and 2, as given by equation (14) . Note, also, that after Alice and Chris collaborate by sending their results to Bob through a classical channel, Bob will need or not need to apply a unitary operation on particles 1 and 5 to complete the controlled partial teleportation. The joint measurements that Alice must perform as well as the unitary operations required by Bob to complete the controlled partial teleportation process are discussed below.
Bell state measurement
The Bell state measurements can be carried out in four steps. (i) The laser producing a carrier pulse addresses ion 3 tuned in the transition |e 3 ↔ | f 3 such that |e 3 → −i| f 3 .
(ii) A second carrier evolution is applied, to successively produce |e 3 → −| f 3 and | f 3 → |e 3 . (iii) After that, the laser producing carrier evolution is turned off, and a couple of lasers address simultaneously ions 2 and 3, whose evolution is governed according to equation (13), with the parameters adjusted to 
Comments and conclusion
Since the teleportation protocol by Bennett et al [1] , several other proposals have appeared, modifying the OP slightly or substantially. In this paper we have introduced a kind of teleportation called controlled partial teleportation. In our scheme, Alice has a particle A whose state is entangled with particle B, which is in Bob's hands or is sent to him by a third partner. This entangled state shared by Alice and Bob is the state to be partially teleported in a controlled way. A nonlocal channel composed of a three-particle entangled state is distributed among Alice (A ), Ben (B ) and Chris (C). Then, Chris performs a measurement on particle C while Alice performs a Bell measurement on the states of particles A and A , and both Chris and Alice inform Bob, through a classical channel, of their results. After that, the following interesting result emerges, after the usual rotation performed by Bob: particle B takes exactly the role of particle B in the entanglement addressed to Alice and Bob. As the entanglement between particles A and B is broken and a new entanglement between particles B and B is created in a different place, this characterizes a partial teleportation. The control is exerted by both Alice and Chris, who must cooperate by sending their results to Bob for the scheme to work. We provided an example of controlled partial teleportation in the context of trapped ions. The model we have used allows one to partially teleport an internal entangled state of two ions and is insensitive to the exchange of vibrational energy with the environment, provided that η j √ n + 1 1, where η j is the Lamb-Dicke parameter for the jth ion and n is the characteristic collective vibrational quantum number.
